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Demonstrator Fact-Sheet
Centrifugal pump rotor with curved fins
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Sintered* Heat Sink

STL and ToolPath of the part in FENIX DIW software

Full metal sintering at 950°C, in inert or 
reducing atmosphere and supported by 
alumina sand

Tested with:

2/

*As sintered, without polishing or machining

The part dries in air after printing and is 
ready for the sintering cycle. 

FENIX DIW printer

The feedstock obtained with Fenix steel alloy is in
form of slurry and it is optimized for 3D printing
by Direct Ink Writing (DIW).
This custom design of the rotor allows to evaluate
the capabilities of FENIX DIW on different
curvatures. With FENIX feedstock for DIW is
possible to obtain small overhangs without the
need of support material. During the sintering, if
supported by alumina sand, the features are
retained in the final metal component. This rotor
design allows to evaluate the results with
curvatures and their repeatability.

FENIX steel alloy is obtained
with Mechanomade® process,
using primary metals and
recycled Copper.
The Alloy has been developed to
have optimal sinter-ability and
mechanical properties.

The centrifugal rotor is used to increase the
pressure and flow of a fluid. The design of the fins
in the rotors are designed as a function of the
fluid and the needed flow. Manufacturing the
rotor in metal makes possible to use the it with
hot gases/liquids and in presence of debris.
In a centrifugal pump the rotor is the main
component subject to damage and wear, the
possibility to have it printed simplify the supply
chain and management of spare parts.

Main Characteristic Figures
Value

Recycled Material 100%
Source of Material PCB

Binder Type Hydrogel

Printing Time 45 minutes
Printing Method DIW/Robocasting

Toolpath Technique Concentric lines
Weight Loss negligible

Shrinkage 5%
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